
Leveler Kit (for LittleGiant Trailer™)

User Assembly and Operation Manual

Part No. ACC 3073
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The Leveler Kit is an supportive feature used to prevent 
tipping from occuring when stepping onto the trailer while 
off the hitch.

Parts List Tools Needed

Description Qty

Jack 2

5/16 - 18X1 HexCap Screw 4

5/16 - 8 Nylocks 4

5/16 USS Flat Washer 10

Measuring Tape

Marker

Drill 

11/32” ~ .34” Drill Bit 

1/2” Wrench - 2

  Assembly

1. At the end of the trailer locate the two frames tubes 
under it. Each frame tube has one pre-drilled hole on 
each end. 

2. The Jack has two holes in the housing which are 3 
inches apart. From the pre-dirlled hole measure 3” on 
the frame tube and mark the spot. Do this for both the 
frame tubes. To be sure of the marked distance, verify by 
repositioning the jack on the frame tube. 

3. Using your Drill with 0.34125” drill bit, drill hole in the 
marked spot.

4. On the drilled hole a washer needs to be sandwiched 
between the frame tube and the Jack. This ensures ample 
clearence when folded up.

Install Nuts, Bolts and Washers. This assembly will have a 
washer between the bolt and the jack as well as a washer 
between the frame tube and the nut. The bolt inserts through 
the jack.

Tighten firmly with wrench.
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Leveler Assembly Kit

  Operation

To extend legs, pull leg outwards to release the spring catch and detent lance. Allow the leg to swing downwards until 
the lance engages in the exended slot position.

To retract the legs, first minimize the leg length to the 
shortest position, then pull the leg downward to release the 
lance from its extended and locked position. Swing the leg 
upward into the retracted position until the lance catches 
in the retracted slot. Before driving, verify that the legs are 
retracted and that the locking lance is fully engaged in the 
locking slot.

WARNING
Always fold up Leveler Kit in secure position before operating trailer. To prevent damage, do 
not move trailer with stabilizers down.

1. To release from catch position, pull leveler 
forward (toward front of the trailer).

2. Swing Leveler down.

3. Adjust height by pressing downward on adjust-
ment lever.

To prepare for transit, release adjustment lever 
to minimize leg length and fold upward to retract, 
catched position shown above.

For Assistance, contact Let’s Go Aero at 877-464-2376 or 719-630-3800, or
Support@LetsGoAero.com. 

Visit our websiite at www.LetsGoAero.com


